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1. OCCUPANCY RATE

10 TIPS TO MAXIMIZE PROPERTY PROFITS

2. TURNOVER RATE

3. EXPENSE CONTROL

The number one way to maximize the profits from your investment property is to ensure that your

building is fully occupied at all times. Units alone do not produce income, only occupied units

provide income. The true power of your real estate investment does not come from potential

appreciation, but rather consistent cash flow. Be proactive and anticipate upcoming vacancy as no

tenant means no rent. You must effectively market your vacancies at the appropriate rate at the

right time. Champagne brings landlords the best tenants at the best rates in the shortest time.

How often are your units turning over and why? Each transition period between a previous tenant

and a new tenant costs you time and money. Strive for continued tenant satisfaction and provide

incentives if necessary to maintain retention. Be prompt in your communication with your tenants

and address all concerns and inquires as soon as possible. Maintain positive relationships with your

tenants and show that you have their best interest in mind. The landlord/tenant relationship is

often an important factor of consideration when a tenant chooses whether to renew or relocate.

When was the last time you did an expense audit? What are your current expenses and how do

they compare to similar buildings? What has been the rate of increase for the these expenses

over the past several years? Are all of these expenses necessary? These are all questions to ask as

you look to increase your bottom line. Income generation is important, but it needs to be

complemented by a disciplined approach to expense control. Champagne provides optimization

analysis in which we help you work through these questions so you can save more money.

4. PROPERTY TAX ACCURACY

What are your current property taxes and what assessment of value is the county basing this off

of? Is the county assessor potentially overvaluing your property? Are you therefore assessed

more property taxes than you should be? Champagne can help you determine the accurate fair

market value of your property and analyze against the assessed value. We can then develop and

submit a property tax reassessment request package to the county assessor if necessary. This is

often a lengthy process, but extremely worthwhile as it can result in substantial yearly savings.
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5. VENDOR CONTRACTS

10 TIPS TO MAXIMIZE PROPERTY PROFITS

6. BUILDING REPUTATION

Who are the key personnel that keep your building running? What are they charging you and how

long are you committed to work with them? Are your vendors following through on their monthly

service contracts? Just because you have a vendor contract in place does not mean you can turn

a blind eye. Maintain oversight of your vendors and hold them accountable. Vendors need to know

that you are fully aware of when they visit your building and what work they are completing.

When a vendor contract expires, renegotiate your rate and gain a resigning incentive or discount.

What is the prevailing reputation of your building and do you know the factors impacting this

reputation? Is this positive/negative reputation populated anywhere on the internet? Just as

people have reputations, so do buildings. This reputation will play a role in whether tenants wish to

occupy your building or not. First, verify the current reviews of your building. If positive, make

these reviews known and spread the good words spoken of your property. If negative, verify

criticism accuracy and then take appropriate corrective action to improve building reputation.

7. MAINTENANCE

How well is your building maintained? Is it showing signs of wear and tear? Do you have a

growing list of deferred maintenance? Staying on top of property maintenance will ensure that

you are able to continuing charging top dollar for your rental rates. Going a step further, you may

wish to consider making more substantial improvements and modernize your property as it could

result in even more drastic rental rate increases. Champagne can help inspect your building to

identify necessary repairs and manage the entire construction process from start to finish.

MAXIMIZE YOUR PROPERTY PROFITS

Champagne Optimizes Real Estate
W E  A R E  F A N A T I C A L  P R O B L E M  S O L V E R S  A N D  O B S T A C L E  S L A Y E R S
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8. CHANGE OF USE

10 TIPS TO MAXIMIZE PROPERTY PROFITS

9. INCOME SOURCES

What is the present use of your property? Is this the highest and best use? Could a relatively

simple conversion of space provide more consistent occupancy at a higher rental rate? The

existing use of a building is not always the most optimal use. People often have difficulty

envisioning possible new uses for space. Proof of concepts depicting ways in which a space could

be used are a valuable asset and can be beneficial in the marketing process. Champagne can help

you determine what uses are allowed for your structure as well as manage the conversion process.

Are you aware of all the the ways in which your property can generate income? Are you presently

charging for parking, utilities, landscaping, laundry, etc.? Do know how to start including these

additional income sources while maintaining tenant satisfaction? Including additional sources of

income not only provides more revenue but also greater negotiating power. By including these

income streams, you have the power to discount these sources during lease negotiation. You gain

more flexibility by discounting something that was essentially previously non-existent.

Champagne Develops & Implements Solutions to These Common Obstacles and More

LANDLORDS SELLERS

✓ Lack of Cash Flow ✓ Building Reputation ✓ Days on Market ✓ Lack of Tours

✓ Maintenance Costs ✓ High Turnover Rate ✓ Market List Price ✓ Communication

✓ Extended Vacancy ✓ Building Maintenance ✓ Lack of Offers ✓ Building Maintenance

10. UNCLAIMED FUNDS

Are you aware that you may have unclaimed funds waiting for your collection from a previous

transaction involving escrow, title, and mortgage companies or other related entities? The State of

California maintains a database of unclaimed property waiting to be claimed by its rightful owner.

Research this database yearly to determine if you have any funds waiting for your collection.

Champagne can help you with this research process as well as make sure you receive any

unclaimed funds. You may be surprised...its liking finding loose change in your sofa only better!


